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Abstract

We introduce two modifications into the standard real business cycle model: habit per
sistence preferences and limitations on intersectoral factor mobility. The resulting model is 
consistent with the observed mean equity premium, mean risk free rate and Sharpe ratio on 
equity. With respect to the conventional measures of business cycle volatility and comove
ment, the model does roughly as well as the standard real business cycle model. On four 
other dimensions its business cycle implications represent a substantial improvement. It 
accounts for (i) persistence in output, (ii) the observation that employment across different 
sectors moves together over the business cycle, (iii) the evidence of ‘excess sensitivity’ of 
consumption growth to output growth, and (iv) the ‘inverted leading indicator property 
of interest rates,’ that high interest rates are negatively correlated with future output.
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1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n

General equilibrium models with complete markets and optimizing agents have enjoyed a mea
sure of success in accounting for business cycle fluctuations in quantities. However, these models 
have been notoriously unsuccessful in accounting for the behavior of asset prices.1 Two failures 
in particular have attracted much attention: the e q u ity  p r e m iu m  p u zz le , the fact that returns 
on the stock market exceed the return on Treasury bills by an average of six percentage points; 
and the r isk -fre e  r a te  p u zz le , the fact that the return on Treasury bills is low on average. For 
the most part, the response of business cycle researchers has been to ignore the asset pricing 
implications of their models.

Th is is unfortunate. As emphasized by Cochrane and Hansen (1992), business cycle mod
els assume that households equate intertemporal marginal rates of substitution in u tility with 
intertemporal marginal rates of transformation. Under the complete markets hypothesis, asset 
returns offer a direct measure on these margins, and so should provide an excellent guide to the 
further development of business cycle models.

Th is is the perspective adopted here.2 We take the standard real business cycle (R B C ) model 
as our starting point, and modify it by replacing the power specification of u tility with the habit 
persistence specification proposed by Constantinides (1990) and Sundaresan (1989).3 There are 
two reasons why we do this. F irst, as demonstrated by Constantinides, habit persistence has the 
potential to account for both of the asset return puzzles, while implying only a modest degree 
of risk aversion on the part of households. Alternatives (for example, Abel’s 1990 “catching up 
with the Jones” specification, power utility, and nonexpected u tility ) in practice require high- 
risk aversion to account for the asset pricing puzzles.4 Throughout our analysis, we restrict the

1 Early discussions of this include Hall (1978), Hansen and Singleton (1982, 1983), and Mehra and Prescott
(1985). See also Rouwenhorst (1995).

2 Other papers which adopt this perspective include Danthine and Donaldson (1994), Lettau and Uhlig (1995, 
1997), Ljungqvist and Uhlig (1999) and Tallarini (1998).

3Other researchers have investigated a different set of perturbations to the complete markets model. See, 
for example, Nason (1988), Reitz (1988), David, Oh, Ostroy, and Shin (1992), and Tsionas (1994). Some have 
followed the suggestion of Mehra and Prescott (1985) by investigating the potential of market incompleteness to 
account for the equity premium and risk-free rate. See, e.g., Aiyagari and Gertler (1991), Danthine, Donaldson, 
and Mehra (1992), Heaton and Lucas (1992, 1996), Mankiw (1986), and Weil (1992).

4 The analyses we have in mind here are based on pure exchange economies in which the equilibrium consump
tion process is specified exogenously. The “catching-up-with-the-Jones” and nonexpected utility specifications
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parameterization of habit persistence so that the coefficient of relative risk aversion for wealth 

gambles averages roughly unity.5 Our second reason for studying habit persistence preferences 

is that, according to several econometric analyses, this form of preferences shows promise in 

reconciling US data on consumption and asset returns (see Ferson and Constantinides 1991, 

Burnside 1994, Daniel and Marshall 1998, and Heaton 1995).

We begin by documenting that introducing habit persistence preferences into the standard 

RBC model has n o  impact on the equity premium. After diagnosing the reasons for this, we 

address the following questions:

• What modifications to technology allow this model to account for the mean risk-free rate 

and equity premium?

• What are the business cycle implications of the resulting models?

With regard to the first question, we find that, in addition to habit persistence, features of 

technology which reduce households’ ability to smooth consumption in the face of shocks are 

important to account for key properties of asset returns. Three models are identified which 

incorporate such features, and which are consistent with the mean risk free rate, mean equity 

premium and Sharpe ratio on equity. Of the three models, two are one-sector models and one 

is a two-sector model. We refer to this latter model as our preferred  tw o -se c to r  m o d e l

We address the second question with these three models. Our preferred two-sector model, as 

its name suggests, turns out to be the one whose business cycle implications are the best of the 

three. With respect to the conventional measures of business cycle volatility and comovement 

with output, the preferred two-sector model does roughly as well as the standard RBC model. 

On four other dimensions, however, our model substantially outperforms the standard model.

stud ied  by Cam pbell and Cochrane (1998) and Weil (1989, 1992) use risk aversion in excess of 40, while Abel 
(1999) uses risk aversion in excess of 10. Risk aversion in excess of 30 is required in the  M ehra and  P resco tt 
(1985) m odel to  sim ultaneously drive the  risk-free ra te  below its em pirical value and  th e  equity  prem ium  above 
its em pirical value (see Boldrin, Christiano and F isher 1997.) For recent evidence which suggests th a t  levels 
of risk aversion th is high are empirically implausible, see Barsky, Ju ster, Kimball, and  Shapiro (1997). There 
do a lternative exist strategies for addressing asset re tu rn  puzzles th a t do not rely on high risk aversion. These 
work in environm ents in which the  distribution  of the  equilibrium  consum ption process is nonstandard . See, for 
exam ple, K andel and Stam baugh (1991), Reitz (1988), and Tsionas (1994). We do not consider these strategies.

5 For a  recent discussion of the  risk aversion properties of hab it persistence preferences, see B oldrin, C hristiano 
and F isher (1997).
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First, the frictions in our model enhance its internal propagation of shocks, improving its ability 

to account for the observed persistence in output growth. Absence of internal propagation is a 

well-known weakness of standard RBC models (see Christiano 1988 and Cogley and Nason 1995.) 

Second, the model accounts for the observation that employment across different sectors moves 

up and down together over the cycle. This is a fundamental property of business cycles that 

has proved surprisingly difficult to model.6 Third, our model accounts for the ex c ess  s e n s i t i v i t y  

p u zz le : instrumental variable regressions indicate that consumption growth is strongly related 

to income, while being relatively weakly related to interest rates (Hall 1988, and Campbell and 

Mankiw 1989, 1991). While this puzzle is an embarrassment for the standard RBC model, it is 

not a problem for ours. Fourth, the model accounts for the in v e r te d  lea d in g  in d ic a to r  p r o p e r ty  o f  

in te r e s t  ra te s : high interest rates are negatively correlated with future output. This observation 

is often thought to reflect the operation of monetary policy shocks.7 The fact that our model, 

which only has a technology shock, can account for it too suggests that the role of monetary 

policy shocks in the dynamics of the data may be smaller than previously thought.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Sections 2 and 3 explore the modifications needed for the 

one-sector and two-sector models, respectively, to account for the key asset return properties. 

These sections also examine the models’ implications for standard business cycle statistics and 

measures of persistence. Because we end up analyzing a variety of model specifications, we 

have collected all of them together in Table 1 for convenient reference. Section 4 examines the 

implications of our models for employment comovement, the excess sensitivity puzzle and the 

inverse leading indicator phenomenon. Section 5 concludes.

6For a  discussion of th e  em pirical evidence on comovement and a  survey of th e  relevant lite ra tu re , see Chris
tiano and  F itzgerald (1998).

7T his in terp re ta tion  is pursued formally in Chari, C hristiano and E ichenbaum  (1995). C hristiano  (1996) sug
gests th a t th e  inverted leading indicator phenomenon plays an im portan t role in vector autoregression analyses, 
which in effect in terpret it as reflecting the  dynam ic effects of shocks em anating from the  m onetary  authority.
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2. O n e - S e c t o r  M o d e l s
This section explores the implications for asset returns of several versions of a one-sector model.8 

We begin by focussing on one-sector models for three reasons. First, the standard RBC model 

is a one-sector model, and it represents an important benchmark for analysis. Second, a recent 

study by Jermann (1998) adopts a one-sector formulation, and reports a measure of success 

in accounting for asset returns. Although Jermann focuses less on business cycles than we do 

- he assumes hours worked are fixed - his analysis nevertheless suggests that the one-sector 

framework may be a promising starting point. Third, although we ultimately conclude that the 

one-sector framework is not the best one for understanding asset returns and business cycles 

simultaneously, the shortcomings of this framework provide important lessons that motivate the 

more successful two-sector analysis reported in the next section.

We begin by analyzing a standard RBC model. This does not generate an equity premium, 

even with habit persistence in preferences. The reason is that the assumed flexibility of hours 

worked and linearity in the capital accumulation technology offer too many opportunities to 

smooth consumption.9 This motivates the modifications to the standard RBC model that are 

explored in the second subsection. There, we limit the flexibility of hours worked with the 

assumption that labor in a particular period must be determined prior to that period’s realization 

of the technology shock. This can be interpreted as reflecting that variations in hours worked 

require advanced planning, or involve other factors that make it costly to adjust labor quickly.10 

We call this the res tr ic ted  labor assum ption . The case where labor is permitted to respond to 

the current period technology shock is referred to as the u n res tr ic ted  labor a ssu m ption .

We explore two mechanisms that limit the ability of households to smooth the consumption 

response to shocks using variations in the rate of capital accumulation. Each modifies the

8 O ur definition of a  one-sector model is conventional: th e  m odel’s equilibrium  allocations can be expressed as 
a  function of the  economy-wide aggregate stock of capital and  aggregate o u tp u t can be expressed as a  function 
of aggregate capital and aggregate hours worked.

9 For o ther discussions of the  asset pricing im plications of flexibility in hours worked, see B oldrin, C hristiano 
and F isher (1995) and L ettau  and Uhlig (1995, 1997). These au thors and Jerm ann  (1998) also discuss the 
im plications of access to  a  flexible capital accum ulation technology.

10Exam ples include the  considerations cap tured  by th e  labor hoarding assum ption in B urnside, E ichenbaum  
and R ebelo (1993) or the  various factors em phasized in the  labor search literature .
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standard RBC model’s assumption that the date t  tradeoff between new capital, K t+ 1 , and 

consumption goods, C t , is linear. In effect, that model assumes that the date t  supply of K t+1 

is infinitely elastic at the price of one consumption good per unit of capital. Each of the two 

mechanisms that we study have the effect of reducing the elasticity of capital supply.11 12 The 

most straightforward of these is symmetric with the restricted labor assumption, and specifies 

that the investment decision must be determined prior to the realization of the current period 

technology shock. In this way, the quantity of new capital is perfectly inelastic in the immediate 

aftermath of a shock. As with the restricted labor assumption, we interpret this as capturing 

the advanced planning that goes into new capital construction projects, and we refer to this as 

the t im e - to -p la n  a s s u m p tio n .12 The other mechanism is the one pursued in Jermann (1998). 

This posits that there is curvature in the tradeoff between C t and K t+\. We refer to this as the 

a d ju s tm e n t  c o s t a ssu m p tio n .

We show that either of these mechanisms, as long as they are coupled with the restricted 

labor assumption, can account for the mean risk free rate, mean equity premium and Sharpe 

ratio. Because these specifications receive special emphasis in our analysis, we refer to them by 

abbreviated names. The t im e - to -p la n  m o d e l refers to the one-sector model incorporating the 

time-to-plan and restricted labor assumptions. The a d ju s tm e n t c o s t m o d e l is defined analogously. 

Although these two models have similar asset pricing implications, their implications for business 

cycles are different. The business cycle implications of the time-to-plan model are modestly 

worse than those of the standard RBC model, while those of the adjustment cost model are 

substantially so. The lessons we infer from these findings are summarized at the end of this 

section.

11 T he notion th a t capital supply is inelastic, a t  least in th e  short run, receives em pirical support from Goolsbee
(1998).

12 T he tim e-to-plan  assum ption for installing new capital accords well w ith em pirical evidence on investm ent 
projects, according to C hristiano and Todd (1997). In  addition, the assum ption has proved useful in accounting 
for various features of the da ta , including the  persistence of aggregate o u tp u t (see C hristiano and  Vigfusson 1999 
and  G ertler and  G ilchrist 1999).
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2.1. A Standard Real Business Cycle Model

2.1.1. The M odel

We analyze a version of the Hansen (1985) and Rogerson (1988) model studied in Christiano 

and Eichenbaum (1992), in which the time period is three months. The preferences of the 

representative agent are as follows:

OO
E o ' Z l ?  [ M G  -  b C t - i )  -  H t) , 0 < & <  1, b >  0, (1)

t=o

where 0 < H t denotes time t  labor and E q is the conditional expectation operator.13 When b > 0 

household preferences are characterized by habit persistence.14 When 6 =  0, these preferences 

correspond to those in a standard RBC model.15

The technology is specified as follows. Given a beginning of period t  stock of capital, K t , 

state of technology, Z t , and a quantity of labor, H t) output, Yt , is determined according to:

Yt =  K ? ( Z t H t y ~ a , 0 < a  < 1. (2)

The state of technology evolves according to:

Z* = e x p ( x t ) Z t- u  x t ~  N ( x , a 2), > 0, Z_i given. (3)

13In  th is  paper we work w ith w hat Hansen (1985) calls the  ‘indivisible lab o r’ model. T he results are m oderately  
sensitive to  w hether we work w ith  this or w ith  th e  ‘divisible labor m odel’. In  th is form ulation the  u tility  function, 
( 1 ), is replaced by the  expected present discounted value of log(C* — bCt-\) +  ^?log(l — H t), w ith  77 chosen to  
ensure th a t  hours worked along a  steady s ta te  grow th p a th  is 0.30. We indicate which results are sensitive to  the 
specification of u tility  in footnotes below.

14T he term , bCt~ 1 , is sometimes referred to  as the  household’s habit stock. We have explored more general 
specifications in which the habit stock is also a  function of consum ption in earlier periods, and  have found th a t 
th is has little  im pact on asset prices. Also, C hristiano and  Fisher (1998) explain why a  m odel’s business cycle 
im plications are improved by adopting the  sim pler form ulation in ( 1 ). These are th e  reasons why we adop t it 
here.

15 O ur (standard) specification of the hab it persistence u tility  function has the  d istinctive feature th a t  the 
present discounted value of the utility  of a  consum ption sequence is nonm onotone in the  consum ption of any 
particu la r period. This reflects the fact th a t, although the  period utility  function is increasing in curren t con
sum ption, next period’s utility  is decreasing in current consum ption. This la tte r  effect dom inates a t high values 
of consum ption. In the sim ulations com puted for this paper, consum ption is always in the  region of positive 
m arginal utility.
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The resource constraint is:

C t +  I t <  Yt ,

where I t denotes investment. Finally, the technology for accumulating capital is:

(4)

K t+l =  (1 -  8 ) K t +  I t , 0 < 6 < 1. (5)

Here, and throughout the analysis, we exploit the second welfare theorem and find the 

equilibrium allocations by solving the relevant planning problem: maximize (1) subject to (2)-

(5) and C_i, K 0 given. In this, and all other models considered in the paper, we approximate 

the quantities that solve the planning problem using non-linear functions of the state computed 

using the methods described in Judd (1998) and Christiano and Fisher (1999).

It is well understood how to decentralize the allocations that solve the planner’s problem by 

means of competitive markets, and so we do not discuss the details here.16 Prices and rates of 

return are derived from the solution to the planning problem as follows. The rate of return on 

a risk-free asset is
/ Ac,tr[ =

0 E t AC);£-f-l - 1 , (6)

where Ac t is the Lagrange multiplier on the resource constraint, (4), in the planner’s problem. 

This multiplier is the derivative of expected present discounted utility with respect to C t . The 

rate of return on equity is

't+i
+  Pk,

-  1.
fc',i (7)

Here, P k><t denotes the consumption good value of a newly installed unit of capital, to be used in 

production at the beginning of period t  +  1. Also, P k,t+i is the value of that same unit of capital 

at the end of period t +  1. We refer to P k\ t  as the date t price of equity and to the expression, 

P k, t+ i /P k ’,t, as the capital gain.17 The time subscript convention used in r [  and r®+1 identifies

16For a  decentralization w ith one period-lived firms, see Boldrin, C hristiano  and Fisher (1995). For an a lter
native decentralization based on infinite-lived firms, see Jerm ann (1998).

17For an extended discussion of (7) in an explicit m arket setting , see Boldrin, C hristiano and F isher (1997)
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the date on which the relevant payoff becomes known. In both cases, the date of the payoff is 

period t  + 1. The mean equity premium is E  (rte+1 — rf)  .

Our specification of the resource constraint, (4), and the capital accumulation equation, (5), 

imply Pk\t =  1, P/c.t+i =  1 — 6. Evidently, in this model there is no variation in the capital gain 

component of the return to equity.* 18

2.1.2. Parameterizing the Model

We used the following non-habit parameter values: (3 =  0.99999, a  =  0.36, 6 =  0.021, x  =  

0.0040 and a  =  0.018. The indicated value for the discount factor was chosen to maximize the 

model’s ability to account for the risk free rate. For the empirical rationale underlying the other 

parameter values, see Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992).

Our method for choosing a value for b optimizes the model’s ability to account for the mean 

equity premium and the mean risk free rate. The metric we used for this is £(&), where

C(b) =  [vT -  f ( b ) \  V f 1 [i:T -  /((,)]'. (8)

Here, Vt  is the 2 x 1  vector composed of the sample average of the annual observations on the 

risk-free rate and the equity premium reported in Cecchetti, Lam, and Mark (1993) (CLM). 

The 2 x 2  matrix Vt  is CLM’s estimate of the underlying sampling variance. Finally, f ( b )  is 

the model’s implied average annual risk-free rate and equity premium, conditional on b and the 

other parameter values.19 We considered b e [0,0.9] subject to the requirement that C t < bC t~\ 

and Ac t < 0 are never observed in the Monte Carlo simulations used to evaluate / .  Let

J  =  £ (M , (9)

and  C hristiano and F isher (1998, technical appendix). Expression (7) assumes th a t, in the  underlying m ar
ket economy, capital accum ulation is 100 percent equity financed. In  section 3.2 below, we explain  why th is 
counterfactual assum ption does not d isto rt our analysis.

18 As em phasized in Sargent (1980), there would be variation in the  capital gains te rm  if there  were an  occa
sionally binding non-negativity constraint on gross investm ent.

19 A n annual re tu rn  for a given year is com puted as the  sum  of the ra te  of re tu rn  over each q u arte r in th a t year. 
T he m apping, / ,  was executed by com puting the average of the  m ean risk free ra te  and m ean equity  prem ium  
across 500 artificial d a ta  sets, each of length 200 quarters.
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where bT minimizes C(b). Under the null hypothesis that the model is true, and ignoring sampling 

uncertainty in the other parameters, J  has a Chi-square distribution with 1 degree of freedom. 

Since J  is in practice either very small or very large, we do not report its value or its p —value 

in the analysis below.

2.1.3. No Equity Premium in the RBC M odel, and W hy

We find that there is no value of b which makes f ( b ) close to z>r in the sense of driving C(b) below 

the 10 percent critical value of the Chi-square distribution with 1 degree of freedom. Although 

the calibration procedure drives b to the corner, by  =  0.9, b has essentially no impact on C. 

This can be seen by considering the results in Table 2. The first column exhibits results based 

on US data, while the second and third columns display the model’s implications for b =  0 and 

b =  0.9, respectively. Note that both the average equity premium and the average risk free rate 

are basically invariant to 6, and the equity premium remains essentially at zero.

Why is the equity premium in this economy so low? The question is interesting in part 

because the results are so strikingly different from those obtained for the endowment economy 

in Boldrin, Christiano and Fisher (1997) BCF. They parameterized the utility function using 

essentially the same metric, (8), and obtained a low risk free rate and a substantial equity 

premium by raising b.

To gain insight into why the equity premium in the production economy is so low, we use 

the following expression:

E  (rte+1 -  r / )  =  SVre, S  =  - p s .  (10)

Here, s  =  a m/ E m t+ i,  m t+ \ — 0 A Ctt+i / A C)t, and E u ,  a u denote the mean and standard deviation, 

respectively, of u. Also, p  denotes the correlation between rf+1 — r {  and mt+i. Finally, S, which 

can be computed from E  (r m  -  r 0  /<V, is the Sharpe ratio for equity.20 Expression (10) 

manipulates the well known efficiency condition, E t (r f+1 — r;Q m t+1 =  0. It indicates that the 

failure of the equity premium to increase significantly with b can be understood in terms of

20This definition of the  Sharpe ratio  associated w ith any particu lar asset is s tandard  in the lite ra tu re  (see, e.g., 
Cam pbell, Lo and M acKinley 1997, p. 188.) A related concept is the largest Sharpe ratio  over all possible assets. 
In our context, this is s, since the  largest possible value of — p is 1. For a recent discussion of the  usefulness of 
th is concept, see L ettau  and Uhlig (1997).
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S  and oy«=. According to the evidence in Table 2, both these variables are low and relatively 

insensitive to b. We now discuss modifications to the model that can increase S  and oy*.

To appreciate the changes needed to increase aye, it is helpful to understand why this variable 

is so small in the production economy with habit persistence. The reason is that there is no 

variation in the capital gains component of the rate of return on equity, (7). This in turn reflects 

that, as noted above, the supply of capital is perfectly elastic at a constant price in the model. 

As a result, variation in the return to equity is driven entirely by variation in the marginal 

product of capital, which is known to be quite small in standard models.21

This suggests that to increase crre it is important to introduce factors which make the supply 

of capital inelastic.22 But, inelastic capital p e r  se  is not sufficient to raise ay= significantly. For 

example, in an endowment economy the productive capital (a Lucas ‘tree’) is in fixed supply, and 

so it is completely inelastic. Mehra and Prescott (1985) show that, despite this, this model does 

not generate a significant equity premium. BCF show that when habit persistence preferences 

are introduced into that model, the demand for capital shifts around in the right way so that 

a re is large and there is a substantial equity premium. This suggests that to raise oye one needs 

not just that (i) the supply of capital is inelastic, but also that (ii) the demand for capital varies 

appropriately.

Intuition appears to be a less reliable guide regarding ways of increasing S'.23 However, our

21 See, for example, C hristiano (1987).
22 An alternative stra tegy  would follow Greenwood, Hercowitz and  Krusell (1997) in preserving th e  idea th a t 

capital supply is horizontal, while shocking th a t curve up and  down in a  parallel way. However, if th is  were the  
only shock in the  model, then  th e  price of equity would be countercyclical and  we conjecture th a t  the  equity 
prem ium  would be negative: w ith  th e  price of equity low in a  boom  and  high in a  recession equity  would be a 
good hedge against risk. One could perhaps overcome these im plications by in troducing add itional shocks. We 
avoid th is option  here because we seek to  identify the  sim plest possible pertu rb a tio n  on th e  s tan d a rd  R B C  model 
which yields improved im plications for asset returns.

23 Following is a  brief explanation. We focus on s, since we find th a t  p is relatively unresponsive to  the  model 
changes stud ied  in th is paper. F irst, consider an increase in 6 when th e  technology is as it is in the  stan d ard  
RBC model. Holding th e  consum ption allocations fixed, we can expect th is to  produce an  increase in<jm . At 
the same tim e, the increase in b has the  effect of m aking consum ption sm oother in equilibrium , b o th  because 
the  incentive to  do so is enhanced and because it is feasible under th e  RBC technology. T his has th e  opposite 
im pact on <rm , driving it down. Thus, the  net im pact of b on <7m, hence s, is am biguous in th is  case. Second, 
suppose th a t  there  is a  technology in place which m akes it difficult to  sm ooth th e  response of consum ption to  
shocks. In  th is case, we m ight expect an increase in b to raise <rm . However, by enhancing th e  precautionary  
saving motive, we can also expect the  increase in b to lead to  a  fall in the  risk free rate, i.e., a  rise in E m t+ j. 
B ut, w ith  an increase in b producing a rise in bo th  the  num erator and denom inator of s, the  im pact on s itself 
is ambiguous.
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computational experiments, reported below, indicate that the factors that we use to capture (i) 

and (ii) also help increase the Sharpe ratio.

The preceding considerations indicate that one reason the equity premium in the standard 

RBC model is so low is that it fails to incorporate (i). As it turns out, another reason is that 

the flexibility of hours worked undermines (ii). This happens because the ability to vary hours 

worked reduces the need to use variations in capital accumulation to smooth the response of 

consumption to shocks. The reason BCF has no difficulty producing an equity premium is 

that the endowment economy trivially satisfies (i) and it does not have flexible hours worked to 

undermine (ii).

The intuition guiding our effort to identify model features that improve the implications for 

the equity premium focuses on raising a re. Of course, a success would not be very interesting 

if it required going to a specification which implied a counterfactual value of a re. As a result, 

when we evaluate a model, we also take into account its implications for the Sharpe ratio, S.

2.2. M odifications to the One-Sector Model

This subsection explores various modifications to the one-sector model which are designed to 

improve its asset pricing implications. The first subsection explores the time-to-plan assumption 

and the second considers the adjustment cost assumption.

2.2.1. Tim e-to-Plan Assumption

As noted above, the time-to-plan assumption requires that date t investment be chosen before 

the date t  technology shock is realized. This necessitates the following change in the formulas

for Pfc'.t and P k,t+\-

where Ak>,t is the Lagrange multiplier on (5) in the planner’s problem. In the standard RBC 

model, Afc/ ( =  Ac>f always. This equality does not hold under the time-to-plan assumption since 

it only requires E t^ iA k\ t  =  E t- \ A c t . We consider two versions of the model which incorporates 

the time-to-plan assumption, one which also implements the restricted labor assumption (i.e.,
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Note that the parameters in each of these models coincide with the ones in the model of the 

previous section. In each case, we assigned values to them using the method in section 2.1.2. 

Interestingly, in the unrestricted labor case, the estimated value of b is at its upper bound, 

while in the restricted labor case, it is much lower, at 0.66. The reason for this difference is 

instructive about the properties of the models. Recall the intuition described above, according 

to which obtaining a high equity premium requires raising a r* by increasing the volatility of 

the price of capital. The time-to-plan assumption on investment contributes to this by making 

capital supply perfectly inelastic. The restricted labor assumption and habit persistence together 

work to produce the right cyclical variation in the demand for capital (condition (ii) in section

2.1.3). When hours worked is perfectly flexible (the unrestricted labor case) then the burden 

for producing the right cyclical variation in the demand for capital falls more heavily on habit 

persistence. This is why it is that in the unrestricted labor case b is high, while it is much lower 

in the restricted labor case.

We now turn to the financial implications of the models. In Table 2 we see that simply adding 

the time-to-plan assumption to the RBC model with habit persistence generates only a small 

rise in crrc and in the Sharpe ratio (see the column marked ‘Unrestricted labor, Time-to-plan’). 

As a result, there is still practically no equity premium. However, consistent with the intuition 

developed earlier, when we also impose the assumption that hours worked are decided prior 

to the technology shock (‘Restricted labor, Time-to-plan’), the asset pricing implications are 

improved substantially. Now the mean equity premium coincides with its empirical estimate, 

while the mean risk free rate is only a few basis points too high. Notably, the Sharpe ratio 

essentially coincides with its empirical value. All this is achieved despite a reduction in b to 

b =  0.66. This model, the time-to-plan model, also does tolerably well on the correlation of 

equity prices with output and the volatility of equity prices.

An important shortcoming of the time-to-plan model is that it overstates the volatility of 

the risk free rate substantially, by a factor of almost 5. This is a shortcoming of all the models 

we consider which succeed on the mean risk free rate, the mean equity premium and the Sharpe 

ratio. As a result, we delay discussion of this issue until we have presented all of our results.

th e  tim e -to -p la n  m od el) an d  an o th e r w h ich  does n o t.
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Given the relative success of the time-to-plan model on financial market implications, it 

is worth investigating its business cycle implications. These are displayed in Table 3. We 

evaluate the model’s performance by comparing it to the performance of the standard RBC 

model (‘Unrestricted labor, RBC, b =  O’). Consider the standard business cycle statistics in 

Panel A first. Apart from the relative volatility of consumption and investment, the model 

does as well or better than the standard RBC model. A dimension on which it does somewhat 

better, is on the relative volatility of hours worked. However, the model’s performance on the 

relative volatility of consumption and investment is poor. It substantially overstates the relative 

volatility of consumption and it understates the relative volatility of investment. We view these 

as significant shortcomings of the time-to-plan model and they lead us to conclude that it does 

less well on standard business cycle statistics than the standard RBC model.

Persistence is also considered an important feature of business cycles. Therefore, we now 

consider the implications of the time-to-plan model for the autocorrelation of output and con

sumption growth, in Table 3, Panel B. The model represents a significant improvement over the 

standard RBC model on this dimension. The model’s output persistence even overstates what 

we see in the data. By comparing the results in the ‘Unrestricted labor, RBC, b =  O’, ‘Restricted 

labor, Time-to-plan’ and ‘Unrestricted labor, Time-to-plan’ columns, we see that the key factor 

underlying this persistence result is the restricted labor assumption. This can be seen in Figure 

1 as well. This displays the response in the time-to-plan model of Y, C , I ,  and H  to a positive, 

one-standard deviation shock to technology, x t , in period 0 (the response of two other models is 

displayed there too, but this is discussed later.) The strong, positive autocorrelation in output 

is in part due to the delay in the response of hours worked. This has the effect of making the 

period 1 response of output substantially larger than the period 0 response.

Turning to the autocorrelation of consumption growth, we see that the model takes a step 

in the wrong direction, by comparison with the standard RBC model. To see why this happens, 

consider Figure 1, which shows how consumption surges in the period of the shock. This response 

is of course inevitable, given that investment and hours worked cannot respond. In the period 

after the shock, when these variables can respond, then consumption drops somewhat. This 

hooked response of consumption is the reason for its negative autocorrelation.
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According to the autocorrelations alone, the evidence on the relative performance of the time- 

to-plan model is mixed. For this reason, we conclude that when both the standard business cycle 

statistics and persistence are considered, the time-to-plan model represents a modest step in the 

wrong direction relative to the standard RBC model. Of course, it represents a dramatic step 

fo r w a rd  for asset pricing.

2.2.2. Adjustment Cost Assumption

The adjustment cost assumption replaces the capital accumulation technology, (5), with the 

specification used in Jermann (1998):

K t+ i =  ( l - 6 ) K t +  <l>{It / K t ) K t ,

where

W ' / K t )  -  j (j|) +

and ax, a 2 are chosen so that the balanced growth path is invariant to £.24 It is easily verified 

that when £ =  oo, this formulation reduces to (5). Prices of capital are now given by:

Pk',t =
* ( * ) '

Pk,t+1 — (1 — 6) + 0 lt+1
Kit-hi 0' lt+1 't+i

K ,t+1 . K it+1

The parameter ^ is the elasticity of investment, I t , with respect to Tobin’s q :25 As in the time- 

to-plan case, we consider two models that incorporate the adjustment cost assumption. One

24T he formulas are:
ai = (exp(z) - 1 + S)1̂  , a,2 - -— - (1 - 6 - exp(S))

25Tobin’s q is the ratio Pk',t to the price of investment goods, which is unity here. It is easily verified from the
fact, Pfc'.t = 1 /<j> { I t / K t ) , that

a In It
d ln q t
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also adopts the restricted labor assumption (i.e., the adjustment cost model) and the other does 

not.

The results in Tables 2 and 3 are based on setting f  =  0.23. We chose this value for two 

reasons. First, it facilitates comparing our results with Jermann (1998), who also uses it. Second, 

this value is near the lower bound of the range of estimates reported in the empirical literature 

on Tobin’s q (see Christiano and Fisher 1998.) As a result, the chosen value for £ minimizes the 

supply elasticity of capital - hence, maximizes the models’ ability to account for asset returns - 

while still lying in the range of empirical plausibility.

Conditional on this value for £, we assigned values to the other parameters using the method 

in section 2.1.2. Whether or not we impose the restricted labor assumption, the estimated value 

of b is at its upper bound. Our interpretation of this is that the adjustment cost formulation, by 

allowing some elasticity in capital supply, places a relatively heavy burden on cyclical fluctuations 

in the demand for capital for producing the right amount of variation in the price of capital. 

The role of the high value of b is to generate this variation.26

The results in Table 2 indicate that, as we found in the previous subsection, the model 

without the restricted labor assumption generates only a very small equity premium. But, when 

the restricted labor assumption is imposed, then a substantial equity premium occurs. Note 

that this model, the adjustment cost model, understates the equity premium by a little over 

2 percentage points. The discrepancy is not very important, however, because the gap can be 

closed by a modest increase in curvature on utility above the logarithm.27 Overall, we find that 

the adjustment cost model does roughly as well on asset prices as the time-to-plan model.

26 Jerm ann (1998) also reports a  high value of b. His value, 0.83, is som ewhat lower th a n  ours for two reasons: 
he has higher curvature in utility  and he assumes hours worked is constant. T he la tte r  reduces th e  burden on 
hab it persistence for creating cyclical fluctuations in th e  dem and for capital. T he high curvature  reduces the 
burden on 6 specifically for producing these fluctuations in th e  dem and for capital.

27This assessm ent is based on a particu lar com putational experim ent. We adopted  the  following specification 
of period utility, designed to  increase curvature on consum ption while m aintaining th e  balanced grow th property 
of our model:

We found th a t w ith v =  3, 77 =  2.18, 6 =  0.834 and j3 =  0.99616, the model exactly reproduces th e  em pirical 
estim ate of the equity prem ium  and the risk free rate. Here, rj was chosen to  guaran tee th a t the  steady sta te  
value of H t is 0.30. The values for /?, 6, and v were obtained as follows. For each of th e  following values of cr, 
v —  1 ,2 ,3 , we searched for values of (3 and b th a t minimize the citerion, (9). The only value of v which resulted 
in the criterion being zero was v — 3. The reason /3 had to  be reduced a little relative to  w hat it is in the  text, 
is th a t w ith  the  larger value of v, the risk free ra te  would otherwise have been too  low.
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We now turn to the business cycle implications of the adjustment cost model, which are 

reported in Table 3. Consider first the standard business cycle statistics, displayed in Panel 

A. A severe shortcoming of the model is its implication that labor is countercyclical.28 This 

counterfactual property is a consequence of the fact that the adjustment cost on investment acts 

as a tax on the proceeds of labor. Hours worked fall after a technology shock because this tax 

causes the resulting income effect to dominate the substitution effect. The problem is intensified 

when curvature in preferences is raised in the way discussed in the previous paragraph.29 In 

contrast with the time-to-plan model, where the difficulties in adjusting investment only extend 

for one period, in the adjustment cost model they last for many periods. This is why the drop in 

hours worked in response to a positive technology shock is also persistent over time (see Figure 

1). Another difficulty with the model is that it substantially understates the volatility of output. 

This is also a consequence of the nature of the hours response to a technology shock.

Now consider the persistence properties of the model, reported in Table 3, Panel B. There we 

see that output growth is strongly nega tive ly  autocorrelated. This is another consequence of the 

nature of the hours worked response to a technology shock. The fact that hours worked cannot 

respond in the period of the shock implies that output surges then (see Figure 1). However, 

the fact that hours worked drops in the following period implies that output drops then too. 

This hooked response of output to a shock is the reason that output growth is negatively 

autocorrelated. Interestingly, consumption growth is far too positively autocorrelated relative 

to the data. The reason this autocorrelation is so much greater than in the time-to-plan model 

is that here the technology does not require that consumption surge in the period of a shock.

We conclude that when the standard business cycle statistics and measures of persistence 

are considered, the adjustment cost model represents a substantial step in the wrong direction 

by comparison with the standard RBC model.30 The root of the problem with the adjustment

28T his is no t sensitive to  the  indivisible labor assum ption in the  utility  function, ( 1 ). We found th a t the 
divisible labor version of the model (see footnote 13) has th e  sam e implication.

29 We experim ented w ith  alternative param eter values and could not find a  configuration th a t  would bo th  
preserve the  m odel’s good asset pricing im plications and make hours worked procylical a t  th e  sam e tim e. For 
exam ple, we tried  higher values of £. which, o ther th ings th e  same, make em ploym ent less countercyclical. 
However, th is  change also reduces the m odel’s equity prem ium . W hen we raised curvature  on u tility  to  restore 
the  good asset pricing perform ance, we found th a t the change again exacerbated th e  countercyclicality of hours 
worked.

30It is im p o rtan t to  em phasize th a t our results only w arran t rejecting the  notion th a t ad justm en t costs play
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cost model lies in the persistently negative response of hours worked to a positive technology 

shock.* 31 This in turn reflects the persistence of the friction introduced with the adjustment cost 

formulation.

2.3. Lessons From the One-Sector Analysis

The analysis in this section explored several modifications that are helpful in improving the 

asset pricing implications of the standard RBC model, without reducing its business cycle per

formance. These include: (i) habit persistence in preferences, (ii) features of technology that 

hamper the ability to use variations in hours worked to smooth consumption, and (iii) features 

which reduce the elasticity of capital supply. Regarding (iii), we found that the modifications 

work best if their effects are transient. Adjustment costs, whose effects persist through time, 

did not work well.

We achieved the best results when we incorporated (i)-(iii) into a one-sector model using 

the time-to-plan assumption. However, though the asset price implications were dramatically 

improved, the volatility of consumption was counterfactually large. We infer that the time-to- 

plan assumption is too blunt as a device for rendering capital supply inelastic. The next section 

identifies a device which corrects this problem.

3. T w o - S e c t o r  E c o n o m i e s
Our interpretation of the absence of an equity premium in the standard RBC model with habit 

persistence is that it reflects two related features of that model: (i) the infinite supply elasticity 

of capital, and (ii) the ability to use variations in hours worked to smooth the consumption 

response to shocks. The previous section explored the most natural (to us) ways of correcting

a fundam ental role in accounting for the  equity prem ium . We agree w ith  the  T obin’s q literature , which views 
ad justm en t costs as crucial for understanding the  fluctuations in T obin’s q. However, th e  curvature in the 
ad justm en t cost function needed for th is is small, far too small to have a  m aterial im pact on the  equity prem ium  
or to  produce countercyclical fluctuations in em ploym ent. For an elaboration on these observations, see C hristiano 
and F isher (1998).

31 T he findings w ith  respect to  th e  ad justm ent cost model are consistent w ith  the  results reported  in Jerm ann  
(1998). As noted above, Jerm ann (1998) studies a  version of th is model in which hours worked are constant, and 
th is is why the  business cycle im plications for th is variable are not apparen t from his work.
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these problems in the one-sector model. We found that, although the resulting models can 

replicate the observed equity premium, risk free rate and Sharpe ratio, their business cycle 

implications are not as good as those of the RBC model.

Motivated by the lessons from these results, this section pursues a different, and ultimately 

more successful, set of modifications to the standard RBC model. This is the preferred two- 

sector model discussed in the introduction to the paper. In the construction of this model, we 

continue to adopt the habit persistence assumption in preferences, as specified in (1). However, 

we pursue a somewhat different strategy for addressing (i) and (ii). We assume that consumption 

and investment are nonhomogeneous goods produced in separate sectors, each with the same 

production technology, (2)-(3). In addition, we assume that the capital and labor used in 

each sector must be committed before the realization of the current period shock. The notion 

that labor and capital cannot be instantaneously reallocated between sectors has been well 

documented. For example, the search literature documents the various factors that inhibit the 

intersectoral movements of labor (see, for example, Phelan and Trejos (1996) and the papers they 

cite). A recent paper by Ramey and Shapiro (1998) documents the difficulties of reallocating 

capital across sectors.

Our preferred two-sector model is closely related to the time-to-plan model. The easiest 

way to see the relationship between the two is to consider the two-sector interpretation of the 

time-to-plan model.32 Under this interpretation, that economy is actually a two-sector economy 

in which identical production functions are used to produce consumption and investment goods, 

and capital and labor resources are freely mobile between sectors after the realization of the 

technology shock. The restricted labor assumption requires that aggregate labor be determined 

before the realization of the technology shock, but allows the sectoral allocation of that labor to 

be determined afterward. In addition to the restricted labor assumption, the preferred two-sector 

model also imposes the im m obile  labor assum ption , which prevents labor from being reallocated 

between sectors after a shock. We refer to the case in which the sectoral allocation of labor can 

adjust to a technology shock as the m obile  labor assum ption .

32For a  discussion of the  two-sector in terp re ta tion  of the s tandard  RBC model, see Benhabib, Rogerson and 
W right (1991).
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A drawback of the time-to-plan model is that it overstates the volatility of consumption. The 

assumption that investment is decided prior to the realization of the technology shock implies 

that consumption must absorb the full amount of a change in output caused by a shock to 

technology. In effect this requires that, when there is a positive shock to technology, capital 

and labor resources are allocated away from the investment sector and towards consumption. 

In the preferred two-sector model, these sectoral reallocations are not permitted. As a result, 

the consumption response to a technology shock is smaller. This is why the implications for the 

volatility of consumption of the preferred two-sector model turn out to be superior to those of 

the time-to-plan model.

This section is divided into two parts. In the first, we present the preferred two-sector model 

and its implications for asset returns, standard business statistics and persistence. We show 

that the asset pricing implications of this model are as good as those of the time-to-plan model. 

In addition, the preferred two-sector model corrects the time-to-plan model’s shortcomings with 

respect to business cycle statistics. We also document the role played by habit persistence and 

the restrictions on labor in these results.

The second part considers leverage. Throughout most of our analysis we assume that, in the 

underlying market decentralization, capital is 100 percent equity financed. Here, we consider 

the impact on our analysis of the assumption that debt is also used. We suppose that the debt 

to equity ratio corresponds roughly to its average value in the data. We show that nothing 

essential in our results hinges on leverage.

3.1. The Preferred Two-Sector Model

At date 0, the equilibrium quantity allocations maximize (1), with H t =  H c t +  H l t , subject to:

Kc,t ( Z tH City ~ a >  C tt (11)

K f t { Z t H^t y - a + (i -  6 ) { K Cit + K itt) >  K c,t+1 +  K w ,  (12)

# c,t, H itt >  0 and <7_i, K cfi, K it0 > 0 given.
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Here the subscripts c and i denote the consumption and investment good sectors, respectively. 

As before, we require that the sum K c t+ \ +  K ijt+ 1 be chosen as a function of the date t  state 

of nature. However, we now also require that the individual terms ATc,t+1 and K i >t+1 be chosen 

as a function of the date t  state of nature. We impose both the restricted and immobile labor 

assumptions: H t is determined prior to the current period realization of technology, and so are 

H i t and H c t . Finally, we assume that Z t evolves according to (3).

In this model, the rates of return on equity in the two sectors differ from each other, and so 

we need a notation that reflects this. The rate of return on equity in the consumption sector is 

given by
\ za  —K-----

r c ,l+ l =
k't

- 1 , (13)

while the rate of return on equity in the investment good sector is given by

r»,t+i =
t-y.t+ic* [ -K , t+-t j +  Fk,t+\

- 1 .
fc',«

(14)

Here,

Pk\t =  and Pfc)( =  (1 -  6 )P k,it,

where A Cit and A ht denote the Lagrange multipliers on (11) and (12) in the planner’s problem. 

We define the aggregate rate of return on equity, r t+1’ in the following way:

(15)

where K t+i =  K c<t+1 +  K i,t+ i- Also, the risk-free rate of return, r { , is computed using (6), with 

the understanding that A Ctt is now the multiplier on (11).

The parameters in this model coincide with those in the one-sector model with habit persis

tence, and we assign values to them using the method in section 2.1.2. Note from Table 4 that 

the estimated value of b is 0.73, somewhat larger than the value reported for the time-to-plan 

model (see Table 2). The intuition underlying this difference is straightforward. In the time-to- 

plan model the supply of new capital is inelastic and fixed. In the two-sector model, the supply is
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still perfectly inelastic. However, now that supply shifts right with a positive technology shock, 

and left with a negative one. This places a greater burden on fluctuations in the demand for 

capital for producing the right variation in its equilibrium price. The higher value of 6 allows 

habit persistence to take up this greater burden.

The asset pricing implications of this model are reported in Table 4 (‘Preferred two-sector’). 

Note that these are essentially identical to those implied by the time-to-plan model (see Table 2). 

Significantly, the model almost exactly replicates the mean risk free rate, mean equity premium, 

and the Sharpe ratio. As in the time-to-plan model, the preferred model’s primary failing is 

that it overstates the volatility of the risk free rate.

The results in Table 4 document the key role played by labor inflexibilities and habit per

sistence in the model’s asset pricing performance. First, note that whenever 6 =  0, the equity 

premium and Sharpe ratio are essentially zero. Second, the table shows what happens when we 

maintain the assumption that aggregate labor, H t , is determined prior to the realization of the 

period t  shock, but labor can be freely reallocated between sectors, subject to the constraint 

on the aggregate (‘Mobile labor, Restricted labor’). Note that in this case there is no equity 

premium, even when 6 is set to its upper bound. With labor able to freely shift between sec

tors, hours worked is simply too effective at facilitating consumption smoothing in response to 

shocks. This virtually eliminates the cyclical shifts in the demand for capital that are needed to 

produce variation in the price of capital. The result is that the variability in that price is very 

low and that crre is small too. When labor is com ple te ly  flexible (‘Mobile labor, Unrestricted 

labor’) the results are fundamentally very similar to what they are in the mobile, restricted case. 

This model confirms our previous findings that inflexibilities in labor are a crucial ingredient for 

producing an equity premium.

Now consider the business cycle implications of the model, reported in Table 5. With one 

exception, the performance on standard business cycle statistics, reported in Panel A, is similar 

to that of the time-to-plan model. The exception is that the relative volatility of consumption is 

now considerably smaller, though it does still overstate the corresponding empirical magnitude 

somewhat.33 Panel B displays the persistence properties of the model. The results indicate that

33 This is a place where our indivisible labor assum ption on u tility  m atters. W hen we adopt th e  divisible labor
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the preferred model represents a modest improvement over the time-to-plan model. In particular, 

the autocorrelation of consumption growth is close to zero for the preferred model, while it is 

—0.14 in the time-to-plan model. The reason for the improved performance on consumption 

growth can be seen in Figure 1. This shows that there is a smaller surge in consumption after 

a positive technology shock than in the time-to-plan model. Otherwise, the impulse response 

functions for the preferred two-sector model and the time-to-plan model look quite similar. 

We conclude that, based on standard business cycle statistics and persistence, our preferred 

two-sector model represents an improvement over the time-to-plan model.

3.2. Financial Leverage Considerations

Thus far we have implicitly assumed that capital is 100 percent equity financed in the underlying 

market economy. This section considers the implications of adopting a more realistic assumption. 

We now suppose that in the underlying market economy, firms issue one-period-ahead risk-free 

debt, in addition to equity, to finance the acquisition of physical capital. This debt is identical, in 

maturity and rate of return, to the privately issued bonds whose rate of return we have denoted 

r { . However, unlike these privately issued bonds, the firm-issued bond is traded in equilibrium.

As is well-known, profit-maximizing firms are indifferent to the debt-equity composition of 

their liabilities in an environment such as ours. Moreover, the quantity allocations in general 

equilibrium are invariant to the pattern, across dates and states of nature, of the debt-to-equity 

ratio in firm liabilities (the Modigliani-Miller theorem). They solve the same planning problem 

considered in our preferred two-sector model. What is not invariant to the debt-to-equity ratio 

is the mean and variance of the return on equity. The premium of the return on equity over debt 

is strictly increasing in the debt-to-equity ratio. This simply reflects that equity must bear the 

full degree of uncertainty in firm cash flow across states of nature. In the experiments analyzed 

below, we consider the equity premium for an economy with a debt-to-equity ratio equal to 

unity.* 34

Let 7  denote the debt to equity ratio, and let rf*t+1 denote the rate of return on equity in

form ulation, we find th a t  a d a Y  =  0.78.
34T his is in line w ith  estim ates reported  for th e  US. See Benninga and P ro topapadak is (1990) and  lite ra tu re  

cited there.
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r f *t+1 -  r {  =  (r f t+ i  ~  r ( ) {  1 +  7 ), (16)

for l =  c, i .35 We define the aggregate rate of return on equity, rf+j, using a suitably modified 

version of (15).

The parameters in this model coincide with those in the one-sector model with habit persis

tence. We assign values to them using the method in section 2.1.2. When we do this, we find 

that b — 0.69, a value that is somewhat smaller the one reported for the preferred two-sector 

model. The reason for the smaller value of b is that, by directly raising the equity premium, 

leverage reduces the burden on habit persistence.

To see the asset pricing implications of the model, consider Table 4, ‘Immobile, restricted 

labor, w/ leverage’. Note that the equity premium and risk free rates are still close to their 

empirical values. Interestingly, on two dimensions there is improvement. First, the standard 

deviation of the risk free rate is smaller, though it still substantially overstates its empirical 

value. Now, the standard deviation overstates the empirical value by a factor of three, while 

with 7  =  0 it is overstated by a factor of five. The reason for this change has to do with the 

lower value of b in the model with leverage. Similarly, that model also implies a lower value 

for the standard deviation of stock prices. The new value is now well within the 95 percent 

confidence interval for the corresponding empirical estimate.

Table 5 reports the implications of the model for business cycles. Note that the model’s im

plications are essentially indistinguishable from those of the preferred two-sector model. Overall, 

we conclude that the model with leverage represents a slight improvement over the model with

out it. However, the improvement is sufficiently small that we feel justified in maintaining our 

preferred two-sector model with 7  =  0 analyzed in section 3.1 as our preferred model.36

35 For a  detailed  discussion of a  m arket economy decentralization th a t rationalizes this formula, see B C F or 
C hristiano  and  F isher (1998, technical appendix).

36Interestingly, the  im pact of leverage on our ‘second b e s t’ model, the  tim e-to-plan  model, is roughly th e  sam e 
as it is in our preferred two-sector model. Thus, when we restim ate the tim e-to-plan  model im posing7  =  1 , we 
ob ta in  b =  0.60, which is lower th an  the value of b =  0.66 reported for the  case 7  =  0. In addition, we ob ta in  the  
following s ta tis tics for the  variables in Table 2: 1.41, 6.63, 17.9, 25.4, 0.26, 8 .66 , 0.14. For Table 3, the  results 
are: 2.06, 0.92, 1.66, 0.58, 0.85, 0.85, 0.87.

secto r l =  c , i .  L e ttin g  r f (+1 denote, as before, w h at th e  ra te  of re tu rn  on eq u ity  w ou ld  be if

7  =  0 , we have:
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4. O t h e r  B u s i n e s s  C y c l e  I m p l i c a t i o n s  o f  t h e  M o d e l s
In the previous sections we considered the implications for asset prices and standard business 

cycle statistics, including persistence, of three classes of models. We identified a ‘best’ model in 

each class. These are the time-to-plan, adjustment cost and preferred two-sector models. The 

three models perform roughly equally well on asset prices. However, the preferred two-sector 

model emerged as modestly best when we considered the standard business cycle statistics and 

measures of persistence. Here, we expand the set of business cycle statistics and find that now 

the preferred two-sector model emerges as clearly the best.

The new set of business cycle statistics that we consider include measures of: (i) the tendency 

for employment in different economic sectors to move up and down together over the business 

cycle; (ii) the tendency for the predictable part of consumption growth to be relatively strongly 

associated with the predictable part of income growth and weakly associated with the real 

interest rate; and (iii) the tendency for high real interest rates to be associated with low future 

output and high past output.

The preferred two-sector model emerges as best because it does clearly better than the other 

two on (i) and no worse than the other two on the remaining phenomena. All three models do 

roughly equally well on (ii). The time-to-plan and preferred two-sector models do best on (iii). 

Finally, the adjustment cost model does particularly poorly on (i) and also does poorly on (iii).

4.1. Comovement of Employment

A key feature of business cycles, emphasized at least since the time of Burns and Mitchell 

(1946, p. 3), is that employment in a broad set of sectors moves up and down together during 

recessions and expansions. This aspect of business cycles has proved surprisingly difficult to 

model, although some progress has occurred. Interestingly, our preferred two-sector model is 

consistent with employment comovement. To see this, consider Table 6, Panel A. There we 

display the correlation with output of H c t and H l t . Note how both of these are positive.37

37T his is a  place where the  indivisible labor assum ption m atters. W hen th is u tility  function is replaced by 
th e  divisible labor version, we find th a t the  correlation between H c,t and  aggregate o u tp u t is slightly negative. 
T he reason why the  indivisible labor assum ption helps em ploym ent comovement is discussed in C hristiano  and
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The intuition underlying this result is simple, and can be obtained by studying Figure 2. This 

exhibits the dynamic responses of sectoral employment to a technology shock in the preferred 

two-sector model and the two-sector model with mobile, but restricted labor. Note how it is 

that in the latter model H c,t drops and H l t rises after a positive shock to technology. The reason 

is that with the positive technology shock, there is a sharp rise in the demand for investment 

goods. In the preferred two-sector model things are very different, because labor cannot be 

reallocated between sectors in the period of the shock. As a consequence, there is a surge in 

consumption output in that period. In the following periods, the value of consumption goods 

is high because of the interaction between habit persistence in preferences and the high level of 

consumption in the first period. This high value of consumption output in the periods after the 

technology shock accounts for the inflow of labor into that sector in those periods.

We now consider the ability of our one-sector models to account for comovement. Technically, 

the time-to-plan model is capable of accounting for employment comovement. However, it is a 

Pyrrhic victory for that model. To explain this, recall the discussion in section 3, which noted 

that there is a two-sector interpretation of the time-to-plan model. Under that interpretation, 

we can compute H ct and H l t . When we do this, we find that the response of both variables 

to a positive technology shock is generally positive.38 This is why this model implies that 

both H c t and H{ t are procyclical (see Table 6, Panel A). But, ultimately we find the time-to- 

plan model’s explanation of comovement unconvincing. This is because under the two-sector 

interpretation of the time-to-plan model, the restricted labor assumption is implausible. The 

type of considerations which motivate the assumption that aggregate labor is difficult to adjust 

flexibly in response to shocks seem to suggest that it is difficult to flexibly shift labor across 

economic sectors too. Yet, the time-to-plan model allows such movements to occur freely. Of 

course, the two-sector interpretation of the time-to-plan model is not the only one possible.

Fisher (1998).
38 T he explanation m irrors th e  explanation of comovement in the  preferred two-sector model. In the  period 

of the  shock //>< actually drops tem porarily  because of the  predeterm ined n a tu re  o f / t . Since H t is also prede
term ined, th is means th a t H c t surges in the  period th a t a  positive shock occurs. In subsequent periods there 
is a  strong  motive to increase Hitt, as the  dem and for investm ent goods rises in response to  an increase in the 
re tu rn  to capital. B ut, H ct rises then  too because the  value of th e  o u tp u t of th e  consum ption sector is high 
in the  periods after the shock. As in the  preferred two-sector model, th is  reflects the in teraction  between hab it 
persistence in preferences and the  surge in consum ption th a t occurs in the  period of the  shock.
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Another interpretation is simply that (2) produces a homogeneous, intermediate output good, 

which is split into consumption and investment by final goods firms using (4). However, it is not 

clear that this interpretation provides the basis for an interesting explanation of comovement.

Now consider the adjustment cost model. This model also has a two-sector interpretation, 

and under this interpretation it has implications for H c t and H i t . When we compute the response 

of these variables to a positive technology shock, however, we find that H c t drops persistently 

and Hi t rises persistently, after a technology shock. As a result, when we compute the correlation 

of these variables with output we find that H c t is countercyclical and H i t is procylical. Thus, 

even if we ignore the implausibility of the restricted labor assumption under the two-sector 

interpretation of the adjustment cost model, we find that the model is completely inconsistent 

with comovement.

To conclude, in our view the observations about comovement provide a compelling basis for 

choosing our preferred two-sector model over the time-to-plan and adjustment cost models.

4.2. Excess Sensitivity of Consumption to Income

We now turn to the statistical evidence which Campbell and Mankiw (1989, 1991) (CM) argue 

is a puzzle from the perspective of equilibrium business cycle models. They estimate a linear 

expression relating the predictable component of consumption growth to the predictable com

ponent of income growth and to the interest rate. Applying instrumental variables techniques, 

they find that the estimated coefficient or income, A, is about 1/2, while the coefficient on 

the interest rate, 0, is close to zero. Appealing to standard optimizing models, CM argue that 

household maximization implies the coefficient on income should be zero and the coefficient on 

the interest rate should be large. In these models, the level of consumption is determined by 

household wealth and its growth rate is determined solely by the rate of interest. The coefficient 

on the interest rate is the reciprocal of the coefficient of relative risk aversion. This coefficient 

should be substantially above zero on the assumption that risk aversion is small.

CM interpret the evidence as indicating that the representative agent, optimizing framewoiK 

should be abandoned as a way of thinking about fluctuations. Our results suggest another 

interpretation. We show that the modifications introduced into the standard RBC model to
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help it account for asset prices also have the effect of raising the implied estimated value of 

A and reducing the implied estimated value of 6. Thus, an alternative interpretation of CM’s 

findings is that they provide corroborating evidence in favor of these modifications.39

Our preferred two-sector model’s ability to generate a high value for A reflects that, under 

habit persistence, the intertemporal Euler equation relates consumption growth to lagged con

sumption growth, as well as to expectations of future consumption growth. In this case, the 

apparent excess sensitivity to income reflects income’s statistical role as a proxy for these vari

ables. The model’s ability to generate a low value of 6 is perhaps not surprising in view of the 

fact that, at our estimated value for 6, intertemporal substitution in consumption is low. Be

cause agents in our model also have low risk aversion, our framework provides a formal basis for 

Hall’s (1988) suggestion that the weak empirical relation between consumption growth and the 

interest rate should be interpreted as reflecting low intertemporal substitution in consumption 

instead of high risk aversion.

The statistical relation that is a primary focus of CM’s analysis is:

A Ct — fJ- +  AA Yt +  +  £t, (17)

where, Aut =  log(ut ) — log(tit_i). CM estimate //, A and 6 by the following two-step instrumental 

variables procedure: in the first step they replace the left and right hand side variables in (17) 

by their fitted values, after regression on a set of instruments; in the second step they run an 

ordinary least squares regression on this modified version of (17) to estimate /z, A and 6. The first 

column of Table 6, Panel B, displays a typical set of results reported by CM for these parameter 

values (see Campbell and Mankiw 1989, Table 5, row 3.)

Table 6, Panel B also summarizes our models’ implications for the CM regression. We report 

two sets of results. One is the mean, in samples of typical size, of instrumental variables re

gressions in which the instrument list is {AC't_2, ACt- 3, AC't_4, r {_3, r {_4, r { _ 5} . This instrument 

list was chosen because it is representative of the type used in the literature. Our second set of

39B axter and Jerm ann  (1999) docum ent th a t a  model w ith  home production can also account for the excess 
sensitivity  puzzle.
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results, reported in square brackets, is designed to help quantify the extent to which our first set 

of results may reflect small sample distortions. The distortions that concern us are the type that 

can occur in instrumental variables estimators when the instruments are not very informative 

for the right hand variables.40 The results are computed under the assumption that an infinite 

sample of data and ‘ideal’ instruments are available. By ‘ideal’ we mean that the instrument 

list contains enough information that the fitted values computed in the first stage regressions 

correspond to the two-period-ahead conditional expectation of the variables in (17).41

We begin by comparing the large and small sample results reported in Table 6. Note how 

large the distortions are in the estimator for A. The standard RBC model implies that it is biased 

up, while the other models imply a substantial downward bias. With one exception, the models 

imply that there is very little distortion in the estimator for 0. The exception is the adjustment 

cost model, which suggests there is a substantial small sample upward bias.42 Altogether, the 

results indicate that the instruments are relatively uninformative for the right-hand variables 

in (17), especially AT*.43 Under the assumption that in real world data the instruments are

40For a  quan tita tive  analysis of th is  issue in th e  stan d ard  R BC model, see C hristiano (1989). For a  general 
discussion, see Bound, Jaeger and  Baker (1995), Nelson and S ta rtz  (1990a,b), Shea (1997) an d  the  references 
they cite.

41 We com pute a  m odel’s im plications for these regressions in th e  following way. To ob ta in  E t-2&Ct,  we use 
the  im pulse response functions of AC* to  a  one-standard  deviation shock to  technology. T he first difference 
of these impulse responses is our estim ate of th e  moving average representation  of AC*. W rite th is (ignoring 
constan t term s) as follows:

AC* =  ao£t +  oc\£t—\ ••• -f- ayve*_/v,

where e* =  x* — x  (see (3).) We set N  —  100. Then,

£*_2AC* — 0?2£*_2 •**

We com puted E t ^ A Y t  and l?*_2r /_ 1 using th e  sam e procedure. The second stage regression was perform ed 
by projecting £7*_2AC* onto 25*_2AY* and E t~2r{-\- T he second m om ents needed to  solve th is projection  were 
obtained using the  moving average representation ju s t described.

To verify th a t th is moving average representation  is a  good approxim ation to  th e  nonlinear representation  
used elsewhere to  analyze our models, we carried ou t the  following calculations. We repeated  th e  M onte Carlo 
experim ents reported  in Table 6, Panel B using the  linear moving average representation  as th e  d a ta  generating 
mechanism  and  found th a t the results do not differ significantly from w hat is reported  in th e  table.

42T he results in Table 6, Panel B are based on lagging the  instrum ents twice, as in C am pbell and  M ankiw 
(1989, 1990). Generally, the results in the tab le  are not sensitive to  lagging the  instrum ents only once. The 
exceptions are the  large sam ple properties of th e  ad justm en t cost and tim e-to-plan models. In  the  form er we 
find (A, 9) =  (1.45, —0.13) and in the la tte r we find (A, 6) =  (7.97,0.43). These results do show some sensitivity  
in the  coefficient on the in terest rate. Still, the  sensitivity is not great enough to  affect our conclusions.

43 Shea (1997) describes a partia l R 2 s ta tis tic  th a t can be used in em pirical analysis to  signal when instrum ents 
lack informativeness. We do not use th a t s ta tis tic  in our analysis because com parison of sm all and large sam ple 
results gives us a  more direct indicator of this.
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informative, it follows that this is an empirical weakness of our models.44 Most likely, this 

weakness reflects that there is too little persistence and too much collinearity in the models’ 

variables. These problems can be repaired by a variety of changes in specification, such as 

introducing more persistence in exogenous shocks, and adding new sources of shocks. Pursuing 

these possibilities would take us well beyond the scope of this paper. Still, the evidence we do 

have suggests that such changes would cause the models’ small sample properties to resemble 

more closely the large sample properties reported in the table, without significantly altering 

other implications.45

The preceding considerations suggest that, with the exception of the adjustment cost model, 

we should take seriously the models’ implications for the small sample mean of 9. However, 

caution needs to be exercised in interpreting the implications for the small sample mean of A. 

Some weight should also be applied to the large sample results in this case.

We now turn to the implications of the results in Table 6, Panel B for the CM statistical 

findings. Consider first the results for 9. Consistent with CM’s observations, the standard RBC 

model implies this parameter is roughly unity (the reciprocal of risk aversion in that model). 

This is more than two standard deviations away from the corresponding empirical estimate, and 

warrants rejecting the standard RBC model. However, the implications for 9 of the time-to- 

plan and preferred two-sector models both are close to the corresponding empirical value. This 

reflects that in these models, the coefficient of relative risk aversion (which is unity) and the 

degree of intertemporal substitution are not connected as they are in the standard RBC model. 

The implications of the adjustment cost model for 9 are ambiguous, and depend on whether the 

small sample or the large sample results are emphasized.

Now consider the results for A. Note that the standard RBC model’s implication for the 

small sample mean of this variable is consistent with the corresponding empirical value. However, 

Christiano (1989) shows that this reflects the model’s counterfactual implications for instrument

44Of course, there  is uncertain ty  abou t the  validity of our empirical assum ption. Still, a  case can be m ade th a t 
the  em pirical instrum ents are inform ative (see Christiano 1989.)

45C hristiano (1989) showed th a t th is is indeed the  case for the  s tandard  RBC model. He showed th a t a  version 
of th e  s tan d ard  RBC model which includes government spending shocks, takes tem poral aggregation effects into 
account, and  has a small am ount of additional persistence in th e  technology shock, has the  im plication th a t the 
sm all sam ple instrum ental variables estim ator is nearly unbiased.
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quality. Minor perturbations which improve these implications simultaneously drive the small 

sample results for A towards zero, that is, towards the large sample figure reported in the table. 

On this basis, we agree with CM that the empirical results for A also warrant rejecting the 

standard RBC model. Turning to the other models, note that their implications for the precise 

value of A are ambiguous. As noted above, they depend on whether large or small sample 

results are considered. However, the qualitative results are not sensitive to which results we 

look at. Either way they indicate that, empirically, consumption is n o t  excessively sensitive to 

income. Ironically, according to these models the real puzzle is not that measured consumption is 

excessively sensitive to current income. It is instead that consumption is insufficiently sensitive.

4.3. Inverted Leading Indicator Phenomenon

It is a well-documented fact that real (and nominal) interest rates covary positively with past 

(detrended) levels of output and negatively with future levels (see Fiorito and Kollintzas 1994.) 

This can be seen in Table 6, Panel C, which displays the dynamic correlations between the 

inflation-adjusted Federal Funds rate and detrended output. Chari, Christiano and Eichenbaum 

(1995) and King and Watson (1996) have emphasized that these are important observations 

for models to be consistent with. They represent a key factor underlying the belief of some 

researchers that monetary policy shocks play an important role in the dynamics of the busi

ness cycle. One reason for this belief is that the monetary policy shock interpretation seems 

straightforward. Another reason, which appears to receive support in the results of King and 

Watson (1996), reflects the view that RBC models are incapable of accounting for the negative 

association between interest rates and future output. Our results based on the standard RBC 

model are consistent with this view. However, the models which incorporate changes designed 

to account for asset returns are not. They are consistent with the inverted leading indicator phe

nomenon. These models suggest that the dynamic economic behavior attributed to monetary 

disturbances may, at least in part, also reflect the effects of real disturbances propagated via 

mechanisms like those captured in the time-to-plan, adjustment cost and preferred two-sector 

models.

Consider first the standard RBC model. Note from Table 6, Panel C how the correlation
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between the interest rate and output is positive at all leads and lags. Mechanically, the positive 

correlation between the interest rate and current and future output reflects that a positive 

shock to technology drives up the rate of interest and also drives up current and future output. 

The reason for the rise in the interest rate is that the shock gives rise to a gradual upward 

response in consumption. The implications of this with the time-separable utility function 

are straightforward: the current increase in consumption drives the current marginal utility of 

consumption down, but the larger future rise drives future marginal utility down even more. 

The interest rate rises in response to the positive technology shock because it is the ratio of 

these two marginal utilities. A related way of seeing this is as follows. With the time-separable, 

log utility function, households prefer a constant level of consumption over time. The positive 

technology shock drives up future consumption more than present consumption, and for this 

to be an equilibrium, households must be discouraged from using asset markets to reallocate 

consumption from the future to the present. It is precisely the rise in the rate of interest which 

has this effect.

Significantly, the time-to-plan, adjustment cost and preferred two-sector models are consis

tent with the inverted leading indicator phenomenon. This reflects these models’ implication 

that the rate of interest falls in the period of a positive technology shock. The reasons for this 

are somewhat different in the time-to-plan and preferred two-sector models, where the inflexi

bilities are temporary, and in the adjustment cost model, where some of the inflexibilities are 

persistent. These differences are instructive.

Consider first the models in which the inflexibilities are temporary. In these models, con

sumption is relatively high in the period of the shock, compared to its value in subsequent 

periods (see Figure 1). The reasoning above suggests that this should lead to a fall in the rate 

of interest, assuming habit persistence does not play too great a role. Consistent with this as

sumption, calculations not reported here show that when b is set to zero in the time-to-plan and 

preferred two-sector models, these models remain consistent with the inverted leading indicator 

phenomenon.

Now consider the adjustment cost model which is also, at least qualitatively, consistent 

with the inverted leading indicator phenomenon. According to Figure 1, the time pattern of
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consumption after a positive technology shock is very different from what it is in the time-to- 

plan and preferred two-sector models: it shows a gradual rise. As explained above, with time 

separable preferences this pattern would imply a r ise  in the rate of interest. But, the relatively 

high value of b in the adjustment cost model produces the opposite, with the interest rate falling 

in the period of a shock. Despite the gradual nature of the equilibrium consumption response, 

households with habit persistence prefer that response to be even more gradual. The fall in the 

rate of interest is required to discourage them from attempting to use loan markets to achieve 

this, by reallocating consumption from the present to the future.

Quantitatively, the adjustment cost model does not do as well as the time-to-plan and pre

ferred two-sector models in accounting for the inverted leading indicator phenomenon. Still, 

we think that model conveys an important lesson. We suspect that the relatively unsmooth 

consumption response implied by the time-to-plan and preferred two-sector models is counter- 

factual, although we are not aware of data which shows this. The adjustment cost model results 

suggest that this unattractive feature of these models is not critical to their good performance 

on the inverted leading indicator phenomenon and the asset return facts. They give us hope 

that modifications which produce smoother consumption responses can be introduced while not 

destroying their good empirical performance on these other dimensions.

5. S u m m a r y  a n d  C o n c l u s i o n
We explored various modifications on a standard RBC model in an effort to improve its asset 

pricing implications. Our most successful modification imposes just two simple changes: it 

introduces habit persistence into preferences and assumes the sectoral and aggregate allocation 

of capital and labor are determined before the current period realization of uncertainty. These 

changes add just one unknown parameter to the model.46 We found that the modifications not

46 Section 2 of th e  tex t reports th a t model solutions were obtained  using non-linear m ethods. If m ethods like 
th is really were necessary, then  there would be a  substan tia l practical difference betw een ou r preferred model 
and  th e  s tan d ard  RBC model. However, this is not the  case. W hen we solved the  preferred tw o-sector model 
using th e  m ethod based on linearizing euler equations described in C hristiano (1998), we found th a t  the  results 
are essentially indistinguishable from w hat is reported for th a t m odel in Tables 4, 5 and  6. Policy rules for 
th e  quan tity  allocations were obtained by solving linearized versions of the  Euler equations. R ates of re tu rn  
were then  com puted using th e  exact m appings from quantities, w ith  conditional expectations being evaluated
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only improve on the standard RBC model’s asset pricing implications, they also substantially 

improve upon that model’s implications for business cycles.

We now briefly discuss some of the limitations of the analysis. First, we find (in results 

not reported here) that our preferred two-sector model implies a high correlation between con

sumption growth and the rate of return on equity—higher than in the data.47 Though this is a 

long-standing problem for the type of equilibrium model used here, we suspect that the problem 

can be accounted for by various types of measurement problems with consumption and with 

the price index used to convert asset returns into real terms.48 For example, Christiano (1989) 

shows that incorporating time aggregation effects into measured consumption and measure

ment error in the price index can have a quantitatively large, negative impact on the standard 

RBC model’s implication for the consumption growth, equity return correlation. Campbell and 

Cochrane (1998) also document the quantitatively important impact of time aggregation effects 

on consumption.49

A second shortcoming of the model is that, consistent with the findings in Heaton (1995), 

it overstates the volatility of the risk free rate. Here too, it is not clear how fundamental this 

problem is for the approach to asset pricing adopted in this paper. There are results in the 

literature which give us hope that it is not. For example, Campbell and Cochrane (1998) adopt 

a more elaborate representation of habit persistence preferences, which has the implication that 

the risk free rate is constant. Similarly, the risk free rate in Constantinides (1990) is also 

constant. Finally, Abel (1999) presents a model with habit persistence in preferences which also 

implies a reasonable amount of volatility in the risk free rate.50

by q u ad ra tu re  m ethods.
47O ur m odel’s predicted correlation between consum ption grow th and the  re tu rn  on equity is over 0.73, while 

the  corresponding object in the  d a ta  is closer to  a range of 0.0 to  0.3, depending on which m easure of the re tu rn  
on equity  one uses (see C hristiano 1989).

48For a  discussion of m easurem ent error in consum ption d a ta , see Wilcox (1992). G ibbons (1989) argues th a t 
m easurem ent error in consum ption d a ta  is so severe th a t those d a ta  should not be used a t all in evaluating 
theories of asset pricing.

49 We did a com putational experim ent which shows th a t in our preferred model, aggregation over tim e effects on 
consum ption can be quantita tively  large. To do this, we constructed  a model whose tim e period is 1 /8  tim es the 
d a ta  sam pling interval. We adjusted  the depreciation ra te  on capital and the s tan d ard  deviation of technology 
by dividing by 8. We adjusted  the habit param eter so th a t the model rem ains consistent w ith the  observed mean 
risk free ra te  and  m ean equity premium. This required setting  6 =  0.83. In th is model, the  correlation between 
tim e-averaged consum ption grow th and the ra te  of re tu rn  on equity is only 0.30.

50O ne difference between A bel’s (1999) specification of hab it persistence and ours is th a t he adopts a higher
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Third, a key ingredient in our success in obtaining an equity premium is that, in addition to 

habit persistence in preferences, we introduced features of technology that prevent households 

from intertemporally smoothing consumption. At the same time, our model has left out an 

important real-world device for doing this: inventories. Are our results robust to the introduc

tion of inventories? Determining the answer with confidence is beyond the scope of this paper. 

However, there are at least three reasons for optimism. First, inventories are not a perfect in

tertemporal smoothing device, since services are a substantial part of consumption, and these 

cannot be stored. Second, the adjustment cost model analyzed in the paper offers households 

slightly more flexible intertemporal smoothing opportunities than does the preferred two-sector 

model. Nevertheless, that model is consistent with key features of asset returns. This suggests 

that the inflexibilities in the two-sector model can be softened (possibly, by introducing inven

tories) without sacrificing too much on asset returns. Finally, any modeling approach (based, 

say on the Campbell and Cochrane (1998) specification of preferences) which solves the excess 

volatility problem with the risk free rate would simultaneously make inventories unattractive as 

an intertemporal smoothing device. For example, if the risk free rate were always greater than 

unity, then inventories would never be held for intertemporal smoothing reasons. This is true 

under the (plausible) assumption that inventories generate a gross rate of return no greater than 

unity.

In sum, we believe our model makes progress on the task of integrating the analysis of asset 

returns and business cycles. Still, the model has shortcomings and a final verdict depends on 

whether these shortcomings turn out to be signals that there is something fundamentally wrong 

with the model, or whether minor perturbations can overcome them. Assessing this is a task 

for future research.

level of risk aversion. In our context, this is also a strategy for reducing the model’s implications for the volatility 
of the risk free rate. This strategy works by reducing the value of b needed to account for the mean risk free rate 
and mean equity premium. We found that a smaller value of 6 also reduces the volatility of the risk free rate. 
A difficulty with this strategy is that, as discussed in section 2.2.2, it tends to make employment countercylical. 
This implication of high risk aversion is not evident in Abel’s (1999) work because he holds labor constant.
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Table 1. Summary of models used in the analysis

Full name Abbreviated name
Aggregate decision 
Labor Investment

Sectoral decision 
Labor Capital

Adjustment costs 
on investment

Habit
persistence

Financial
leverage

One-sector models
Unrestricted labor

RBC Standard RBC After x t After x t na na No b =  0 No
RBC After x t After xt na na No b >  0 No
Adjustment cost After x t After x t na na Yes b > 0 No
Time-to-plan After x t Before xt na na No b >  0 No

Restricted labor
RBC Before x t After x t na na No b > 0 No
Adjustment cost Adjustment cost Before x t After x t na na Yes b >  0 No
Time-to-plan Time-to-plan Before x t Before x t na na No 6 > 0 No

Two-sector models
Mobile labor

Unrestricted labor After x t After x t After x t Before x t No b >  0 No
Restricted labor Before x t After x t After x t Before x t No 6 > 0 No

Immobile, restricted labor
No leverage Preferred two-sector Before x t After x t Before x t Before x t No 6 > 0 No
With leverage Before x t After xt Before xt Before xt No b > 0 Yes

Notes to table 1: (i) The entry ‘na’ abbreviates the phrase ‘not applicable’; (ii) ‘After Xt and ‘Before xt indicate the decision is made after or before, 
respectively, the current period technology shock is observed; (iii) ‘6 = O’ indicates no habit formation in preferences so that consumption, C*, enters 
the period utility function as ln(C*), ‘6 > O’ indicates preferences exhibit habit formation, that is consumption enters the period utility function as 
ln(C* -  b C t- 1), and ‘6 > 0’ indicate both habit and non-habit formation preferences are considered.
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Table 2. Financial statistics in the one-sector models
Unrestricted labor 

RBC Adjustment cost Time-to-plan
Restricted labor 

RBC Adjustment cost Time-to-plan
Statistic Data 6 = 0 6 = 0.9 6 = 0.9 6 = 0.9 oII~c>ObOIIoII 6 = 0.66

E r { 1.19 1.58 1.58 1.55 1.56 1.59 1.58 1.19 1.34

E  (rt+i -  r ( )

(0.81)
6.63 0.001 0.001 0.15 0.05 0.001 0.001 4.47 6.63

(7-f
(1.78)
5.27 0.46 0.38 0.30 1.47 0.47 0.39 18.0 25.4

CT re
(0.74)
19.4 0.48 0.40 5.53 1.08 0.48 0.40 16.3 19.0

E(rt+l-r{)
O rv.

(1.56)
0.34 0.002 0.002 0.03 0.05 0.001 0.002 0.27 0.35

<*Pk'

(0.09)
8.56 0 0 3.59 0.75 0 0 10.8 12.3

p(Y ,Pk ')
(0.85)
0.30 na na 0.43 -0.35 na na 0.89 0.14

(0.08)

Notes to table 2: (i) For explanations of the model names, see Table 1; (ii) a x denotes the standard deviation of variable x and p ( x , y )  denotes the
correlation between variable x  and variable y. Rates of returns are annualized and in percent terms before statistics are computed.; (iii) The “Data”
column contains estimates (standard errors in parenthesis) based on U.S. data. The sample period for the asset return estimates is 1892-1987 and
these estimates are taken from Cecchetti, Lam, and Mark (1993). Our empirical analogue for is the S&P 500 composite (DRI database mneumonic 
FSPCOM). The output measure and the procedure for estimating crpk, and p { Y , P ^ )  is described in note (iii), Table 3; (iv) Results for the models are 
based on 500 replications of sample size 200; (vi) The entry ‘na’ abbreviates ‘not applicable.
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Table 3. Basic business cycle statistics in the one-sector models

Unrestricted labor Restricted labor
RBC Adjustment cost Time-to-plan RBC Adjustment cost Time-to-plan

Statistic Data 6 = 0 6 = 0.9

i

o- II o CO 6 = 0.9 6 = 0 O)OII-C> 6 = 0.9 6 = 0.66
Panel A -  Standard business cycle statistics

CTy 1.89 2.11 1.79 0.60 1.77 1.98 1.72 1.04 2.07

(Tc/(Ty
(0.21)
0.40 0.53 0.30 1.02 0.28 0.56 0.31 0.66 0.94

(Tj /aY
(0.04)
2.39 1.86 2.58 1.35 2.52 1.84 2.55 2.31 1.61

(TH/(Ty

(0.06)
0.80 0.48 0.27 2.73 1.05 0.50 0.28 1.28 0.58

P(Y, C )
(0.05)
0.76 0.99 0.48 0.91 0.63 0.98 0.53 0.53 0.86

P(Y,I)
(0.05)
0.96 0.99 0.98 0.83 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.91 0.84

P ( X , H )
(0.01)
0.78 0.99 0.99 -0.60 0.58 0.86 0.82 -0.21 0.87

(0.05)
Panel B - Persistence statistics

p ( A Y ) 0.34 0.002 0.02 0.38 0.07 0.36 0.21 -0.44 0.40

p ( A C )
(0.07)
0.24 0.05 0.90 0.86 0.79 0.05 0.90 0.68 -0.14

(0.09)

Notes to Table 3: (i) For explanations of the model names, see Table 1; (ii) a x denotes the standard deviation of variable x, p{x,y) denotes the correlation 
between x and variable y , where x  and y are logged and HP filtered prior to analysis, and p ( A x )  denotes the autocorrelation of logx* — logxt-\. The 
statistic cry is reported in percent terms; (iii) The “Data” column contains estimates (standard errors in parenthesis) based on an updated version of the 
Christiano (1988) database compiled by Fisher (1997) covering the sample period 1964:1-1988:2. The standard errors are based on the GMM procedure 
described in Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992). For estimation of the relevant zero-frequency spectral density, a Bartlett window truncated at lag fcur, 
was used, (iv) Results for the model are based on 500 replications of sample size 200.
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Table 4. Financial statistics in the two-sector models
Mobile labor Immobile, Preferred Immobile, restricted

Statistic Data
Standard

RBC
Unrestricted labor 
6 = 0 6 = 0.9

Restricted labor 
6 = 0 6 = 0.9

restricted labor 
6 = 0

two-sector 
6 = 0.73

labor, w/ leverage 
6 = 0.69

E?t 1.19 1.58 1.59 1.56 1.58 1.56 1.58 1.20 1.32

E  (rt+ i ~ r { )
(0.81)
6.63 0.001 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.02 6.63 6.63\ / 

CT j,f
(1.78)
5.27 0.46 1.15 2.82 0.63 1.34 0.62 24.6 17.2

(Tr*
(0.74)
19.4 0.48 1.74 4.07 0.58 1.01 0.57 18.4 24.9

£(*•«'+i-rf)
(1.56)
0.34 0.002 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.36 0.27

a Py
(0.09)
8.56 0 0.29 0.70 0.30 0.69 0.29 12.1 8.43

P(Y,Pk  ')
(0.85)
0.30 na 0.25 -0.08 0.16 0.25 0.16 0.16 0.16

(0.08)

Note to Table 4: See the notes to Table 2.
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Table 5. Basic business cycle statistics in the two-sector models
Mobile labor Immobile, Preferred Immobile, restricted

Standard Unrestricted labor Restricted labor restricted labor two-sector labor, w/ leverage
Statistic Data RBC 6 = 0 6 = 0.9 o1! 6 = 0.9 6 = 0 6 = 0.73 6 = 0.69

Panel A - Standard business cycle statistics
a Y 1.89 2.11 2.00 1.66 1.97 1.71 1.96 1.97 1.97

(Tc/vy
(0.21)
0.40 0.53 0.61 0.32 0.62 0.32 0.62 0.69 0.68

(7i /(TY
(0.04)
2.39 1.86 1.79 2.48 1.84 2.53 1.83 1.67 1.69

(Th /<TY
(0.06)
0.80 0.48 0.46 0.67 0.51 0.28 0.50 0.51 0.51

P ( Y , C )
(0.05)
0.76 0.99 0.95 0.63 0.91 0.55 0.92 0.95 0.95

P(Y,I)
(0.05)
0.96 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97

p(Y, H )
(0.01)
0.78 0.99 0.94 0.48 0.86 0.81 0.86 0.86 0.86

(0.05)
Panel B- Persistence statistics

p ( ^ Y t) 0.34 0.002 0.21 0.49 0.36 0.21 0.36 0.36 0.36

P(AO)
(0.07)
0.24 0.05 -0.22 0.88 -0.23 0.88 -0.22 -0.05 -0.06

(0.09)

Note to Table 5: See the notes to Table 3.
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Table 6. Other business cycle statistics in selected models

Preferred Immobile, restricted
Standard Time-to-plan Adjustment cost Two-sector labor, w/ leverage

Statistic Data RBC 6 = 0.66 6 = 0.9 6 = 0.73 b = 0.69
Panel A -  Employment comovement

P ( Y , H C ) 0.72 na 0.72 -0.63 0.70 0.66
(0.08)

P ( Y , H K ) 0.86 0.99 0.61 0.41 0.86 0.86
(0.04)

Panel B -  Excess sensitivity of consumption to income: AC* = fi + A AY* + 9r(_ x -f- et
A 0.47 0.52 1.74 0.75 1.01 1.01

(0.15) [-0.06] [8.06] [1.39] [5.87] [6.54]
e 0.089 0.92 0.10 -0.07 0.05 0.07

(0.11) [1.01] [-0.02] [-0.61] [-0.09] [-0.18]
Panel C -  Inverted leading indicator phenomenon

P ( r L > Y t ) -0.35 0.51 -0.30 -0.05 -0.30 -0.30
(0.11)

P(r{, Y t) 0.00 0.99 -0.13 -0.76 -0.15 -0.15
(0.10)

P(r{+2’Y t) 0.16 0.38 0.32 0.28 0.33 0.33
(0.10)

Notes to Table 6: (i) For explanation of model names, see ‘Abbreviated names’ in Table 1; (ii) a x denotes the standard deviation of variable x, p{x,y) 
denotes the correlation between x and variable y, where x  and y are logged and HP filtered prior to analysis; (iii) The “Data” column for Panels A 
and C contains estimates (standard errors in parenthesis) based on the sample period 1964:1-1988:2. See note (iii), Table 3, for a description of the 
output data and the estimation procedure used. The sectoral hours and interest rate data are from DRI Basic Economics Database. For the consumption 
sector we used two alternative measures: an index of hours worked in the service sector (DRI series LWHPX) and an index of hours worked in the 
nondurable manufacturing sector (LWHNX). The estimate for the consumption sector hours worked correlation is based on LWHPX. The analogous point 
estimate (standard error) based on LWHNX is 0.83 (0.05). The estimate for the investment sector hours worked is based on hours worked in the durable 
manufacturing sector (LWHDX.) The real interest rate at date t for the statistics in Panel C is measured as the nominal Federal Funds rate (FYFF) at 
date t less the realized inflation rate between dates t and t -f 1. The price for calculating the inflation rate is the deflator on nondurable and services 
consumption, (GCN+GCS)/(GCNQF-bGCSQF), where the mnemonics are taken from the DRI database. Estimates for A and 9 in Panel B are taken 
from Campbell and Mankiw (1989); (iv) Entries in square brackets in Panel B are the probability limits discussed in the text. Unbracketed results for 
the model in all three panels are based on 500 replications of sample size 200. The model and data instrumental variables estimates for A and 9 in Panel 
B are based on the instrument list {Act_2, Ac*_3, Ac*_4,r/_3,r/_4,r/_5}, where Ax* = lnx* -  lnx*_i; (vi) ‘na’ abbreviates the phrase ‘not applicable.’
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Figure 1: Impulse response functions implied by various models

A: Output B: Labor
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Figure 2: The importance of the immobile labor assumption for generating 
employment comovement in the preferred two-sector model

A: Labor em ployed in the con su m p t ion  se c to r

B: Labor employed in the in ves tm en t  sec tor
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